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ABSTRACT

In content-based image retrieval, the “semantic gap” between
visual image features and user semantics makes it hard to pre-
dict abstract image categories from low-level features. We
present a hybrid system that integrates global features (G-
features) and region features (R-features) for predictingim-
age semantics. As an intermediary between image features
and categories, we introduce the notion of mid-level concepts,
which enables us to predict an image’s category in three steps.
First, a G-prediction system uses G-features to predict the
probability of each category for an image. Simultaneously,a
R-prediction system analyzes R-features to identify the prob-
abilities of mid-level concepts in that image. Finally, ourhy-
brid H-prediction system based on a Bayesian network recon-
ciles the predictions from both R-prediction and G-prediction
to produce the final classifications. Results of experimental
validations show that this hybrid system outperforms both G-
prediction and R-prediction significantly.

1. INTRODUCTION

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been actively stud-
ied since the early 1980’s. Eakins and Graham [1] defined
three different levels of queries.Level 1: Retrieval using low-
level features such as color, texture, shape or spatial location
of images.Level 2: Retrieval of objects of a given type iden-
tified by derived features, e.g. “find the images with flowers”.
Lastly,Level 3: Retrieval by abstract attributes describing the
theme of scenes, e.g. “find images depicting a joyful crowd”.

The traditional CBIR systems support Level 1 queries and
index the images by their low-level features [2]. However,
prior experiments have shown that low-level features often
fail to aptly describe high-level semantics in users’ mind [3].
To perform satisfactorily, a CBIR system should thus striveto
narrow down this ‘semantic gap’.

Image retrieval at either Level 2 or Level 3 are referred
to assemantic image retrieval. Retrieval at Level 3 is diffi-
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cult as it involves a significant amount of high-level reason-
ing about the purpose of the objects or scenes depicted [1].
Most existing systems operate at Level 2 [4, 5, 6], and usually
define a set of concepts describing concrete objects such as
flower and grass. Depending on whether salient regions are
available, existing systems rely on either features from image
regions (R-features) [5, 6], or global features describingthe
entire image (G-features) [4, 7].

The proposed system in our paper is different from previ-
ous works in the following ways:

• We advocate the use of mid-level concept. As category
labels are often abstract, it is difficult for existing ma-
chine learning techniques to learn the relationships be-
tween low-level image features and image categories.
Hence, we introduce mid-level concepts as an interme-
diary between the low-level features and the high-level
categories. The mid-level concepts can be related to the
image categories in an ontology.

• We make use of both R-features and G-features for
classification. These features describe an image from
two different perspectives. To get the final classifi-
cation, we learn a Bayesian network to reconcile the
outputs derived from the G-features and R-features.

Although there exist past works that have similarly pro-
posed the usage of ontology-based Bayesian networks to en-
able probabilistic category predictions [8], they mainly model
the dependencies among the image categories and specific
salient objects, likea flower. To the best of our knowledge,
there has not been any previous attempt to predict simulta-
neously both the mid-level concepts and the image category
and then improve on their individual performance through
Bayesian hybrid reconciliation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we first explain each component of the proposed system in
details. Experimental results are then presented in Section 3.
Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper and highlights the dif-
ferences between our hybrid system and the existing systems.



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed hybrid system.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Prior works on image semantic learning have generally used
independent methods to learn the region and global aspects
of images, which neglects the dependencies of semantics be-
tween the two levels. To capture these dependencies, so as to
allow the region-based concepts and the global-feature-based
categories to reconcile, we use a Bayesian network (BN) [9]
based on an ontology describing the relations between the
mid-level concepts and category labels.

We propose to analyze the semantics of an image at
its region- and global-levels, before integrating these infor-
mation to improve its classification. Figure 1 presents the
schematic diagram of our proposed hybrid system, which
comprises of three components: R-prediction, G-prediction
and H-prediction. R-prediction learns the mid-level concepts
within an image based on its R-features, and G-prediction
learns the image’s category based on its G-features. Our
hybrid H-prediction system then uses an ontology-based
Bayesian network to reconcile the outputs from the R- and
G-prediction systems and yield a final prediction of the cate-
gory.

At the global level, an image is described by features from
the entire image, that include HSV domain color histogram
and Gabor texture feature. Hue, Saturation and Value are uni-
formly quantized into 18*4*4 bins, resulting in a global color
feature vector of 288 dimensions. For global texture feature,
Gabor filters with four scales and six orientations are applied
on the entire image to generate a feature vector of 48 dimen-
sions.

At the regional level, each image is described by features
from each of its segments. The features includes HSV do-
main color histogram , Gabor texture, and SIFT features. In
contrast to global level, segment color feature is of three di-
mensions only, as each region is almost color-homogeneous
and the dominant color is sufficient to represent the segment
color.

Each global and regional prediction systems employ a
relevant learning algorithm to best classify an image’s cat-

egory and its mid-level concepts. The R-prediction and G-
prediction systems are flexible in that any existing machine
learning method can be used as a part of a system. We will
demonstrate two set of different learning algorithms for our
experiment in two different domains.

With reference to Figure 1, our H-prediction system
learns a BN that relates the predicted image categories from
the G-prediction system to the mid-level concepts from R-
prediction. The domain ontology built from the training data
set is used as the background knowledge for the popular K2
structure learning algorithm proposed previously by Cooper
and Herskovits [10]. The learned BN contains new rela-
tions and dependencies in comparison with the background
network. The conditional probabilities that relate the nodes
in the BN are learned automatically from the regional and
global predictions. The network structure and the encoded
joint probability distribution concisely capture the dependen-
cies between the results of R-prediction and G-prediction
systems for reconciliation.

For inconsistencies to be automatically corrected in a BN,
the concept values and the category values have to be entered
as inputs with allowances for uncertainty rather than as spe-
cific values. Their uncertainty values can be derived based on
the confidence associated with each input. Probabilities ofthe
BN nodes are then updated by applying the Bayes’ Theorem:

Bel(X = xi) = P (X = xi|e) =
P (e|X = xi)P (X = xi)

P (e)
(1)

wherexi is thei
th state of nodeX , e is the available evidence

(the concept and category input values), andBel(X = xi) is
the probability of nodeX being in statexi given evidencee.

The learned BN updates the probabilities in each node to
be consistent with the rest of the network based on its encoded
dependencies and conditional probabilities. In the end, the
nodes with the highest scores (updated probability) is chosen
as the predicted results. As such, our BN-based hybrid system
ensures that the predictions from the region and global levels
are reconciled for better classification.



3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this section, we present the experimental evaluation on two
real-world problem domains. We investigate the image clas-
sification performances of the proposed hybrid system on our
own Terrorist data set and the popular LabelMe data set.

3.1. Terrorist data set

The Terrorist data set comprises of 875 terrorism-related im-
ages that are downloaded from the Internet. The data set is di-
vided into seven categories (key themes):attack-scene, anti-
terror, ceremony, rescue, government response, suspect, and
victim. Figure 2 shows some example images.

Fig. 2. Example images taken from the Terrorist data set.

3.1.1. Global and regional learning

At the global level, an image is described by features from
the entire image, that include HSV domain color histogram
and Gabor texture feature. A decision tree [11] is then used
to predict the category of a given image.

On the other hand, each image is segmented into different
regions. The Terrorist data set uses the JSEG algorithm [12].
The above mentioned decision tree is used to learn the con-
cept for each region. Our method differs from the popular
C4.5 decision tree in that we exploit the semantic templates
of concepts in discretizing image features.

3.1.2. Hybrid learning

Describing the relations between the mid-level concepts and
categories, an ontology in Figure 3 captures dependency be-
tween two layers of meanings.

Fig. 3. Ontology of categories (above) and mid-level concepts
(below) built from the Terrorist data set.

A BN model is learned for the H-prediction system based
on this ontology. Regional and global predictions are used
as the inputs to the BN model learned for the H-prediction
system. The probabilities or thebeliefsof the network nodes
are then updated as described earlier in Section 2.

Figure 4 compares the performance of the global and hy-
brid prediction systems on the Terrorist data set. The H-
prediction system outperforms the G-prediction in categoriz-
ing images for most of the categories. The average perfor-
mance is 43% accuracy in G-prediction and up to 50.6% in
H-prediction.

Fig. 4. Categorization Performance on the Terrorist data set.

3.2. LabelMe data set

Besides the Terrorist data set, we also use a part of the popular
LabelMe data set in our experiment to demonstrate the ability
of the hybrid system. The part of LabelMe data set we use in-
cludes 526 indoor images, 242 landscape ones, and 178 street
ones. The three categories are:indoor, street, andlandscape

3.2.1. Global and regional learning

The same kind of global features used in Terrorist data set
is applied for LabelMe images. For learning algorithms, we
choose support vector machine to predict the image category
as SVM provides good results in this case.

Different from Terrorist data set, every image in LabelMe
is provided with image segments and segment’s labels. We
extract features like shape, texture, color, and location from
each segment. Applying a method proposed by [13], we learn
separate distance function for each image segment or exem-
plar. Then the learned distance function combined with the
nearest neighbor algorithm are used for classification of each
testing image segment.

3.2.2. Hybrid learning

We have twenty eight mid-level concepts in relation with the
three categoriesindoor, landscape, andstreet. The ontology
in Figure 5 describes the relations between the mid-level con-
cepts and categories.

This ontology is used as background knowledge to build a
BN for reconciling results from global and regional prediction
systems as described earlier in Section 2.



Fig. 5. Ontology of categories (above) and mid-level concepts
(below) built from LabelMe data set.

Figure 6 compares the performance of the H-prediction
system with the R-prediction’s one. In this case G-prediction
over categories is already very good, which helps H-prediction
to improve mid-level concept classification but also makes lit-
tle space to improve categorization. Some mid-level concept
accuracies are higher considerably while few are lower. Over-
all we increase the accuracy from 31.5% in R-prediction up
to 40.9% in H-prediction. Compared with result from [8]
which also used a part of LabelMe data set, certain common
concept likecar performs much better.

Fig. 6. Mid-level Concepts Classification Performance on the
LabelMe data set.

4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a hybrid ontology-based approach for im-
age semantic learning. The two key features of this approach
are as follows:

• It introduces mid-level concepts that bridge the gap be-
tween low-level image features and high-level abstract
image semantics.

• It integrates the region features with global features
through a Bayesian network built on ontologies which
relate mid-level concepts and image categories.

Experimental evaluations on two real-life domains demon-
strate that our hybrid approach improves significantly pure
region- or global-feature-based methods.
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